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Weather 
Outlook—Tb«  mm** »ltuatio» to e« 
poctod   to   mtoH   for   ihe   Matt   fow 
dayi.   Tuesday,   oxpoctod   cloudy. 
T—pomtiir——Tu—day, ranging bot- 
«nt 40-41: maatoteff WtdiMday and 
Thursday. 
■W 
W$t P. #. j£eto light For The Day • moin be In the deed not in the event Be not on* whose motive for action U the hope of reward.        —Kreethna 
VoL42 Bowling Green State University. Bowling Green. Ohio. Tuesday. Feb. 25. 1958 No. 29 
£ Students' Parents 
Are Killed As Result 
Of Head On Collision 
Jennis R. Elliott, father of 
Mary J. Elliott, and Mrs. 
Walter Star-buck, mother of 
Eleanor Starbuck, were fat- 
ally injured in a head-on col- 
lision in the construction zone 
on U.S. 25, 1500 feet south of 
temporary Ohio 18 at 9:10 p.m. 
Sunday. 
Miss Elliott is a freshman at 
the University, and Miss Starbuck, 
a senior in the College of Educa- 
tion, is a member of Delta Zeta 
sorority. 
The Elliott* were returning their 
daughter to the University after 
she had spent the weekend at her 
home in Dayton; while the Star- 
bucks, of Portland, Ind., were re- 
turning home after visiting their 
daughter during the weekend. 
Mr. Elliott, a passenger in a 
car driven by his daughter, was 
dead on arrival at Blanchard Val- 
ley Hospital. Dr. R. E. Nelson, de- 
puty coroner of Hancock County, 
said death was due to skull frac- 
ture. 
Mrs. Starbuck, a passenger in 
» car driven by her husband, Wal- 
ter Hayes Starbuck, 46, was killed 
instantly. She suffered a broken 
neck, crushed chest and fractured 
left leg. 
The injured: Miss Elliott, face 
lacerations; her mother, Mary 
Margaret Elliott, 44, contusions 
of the head and shock; and Mr. 
Starbuck, fractured left leg and 
hack injuries. 
Miss Elliott told State Patrol- 
man Max E. West that when the 
right wheels of the northbound 
car dropped off on the right berm, 
her father grabbed the steering 
wheel to assist her in getting back 
on  the highway. 
In returning to the highway, the 
Elliott car crossed the center line 
and crashed head-on with the ap- 
proaching Starbuck car, Patrolman 
West said. 
The Elliott family was pinned 
In the car but were freed from 
the wreckage by passing motorists, 
drivers of the Rippeth Ambulance, 
North Baltimore, and drivers of 
the Breeze Ambulance, Maysville, 
Ky., who approached the scene of 
the accident shortly after it oc- 
curred. 
The Rippeth and Breeze Am- 
bulances took the four victims to 
Blanchard Valley Hospital. The 
body of Mr. Elliott was taken to 
the Rippeth Funeral Home. 
, The body of the other vic'im 
was taken to the Paden Funeral 
Home,  North  Baltimore. 
Patrolman West said Mr. El- 
liott's head went through the wind- 
shield and apparently his daught- 
er struck the windshield. 
The officer said the accident 
occurred on a slight curve, pos- 
sibly no more than a five-degree 
turn. Patrolman West and Dr. 
Hermann Mannhardt, Bowling 
Green, Wood County Coroner, will 
continue   their   investigation. ■ 
March Proclaimed As 
Ohio Theatre Month 
Governor C. William O'Neill has 
proclaimed March as "Interna- 
tional Theatre Month" in Ohio and 
has urged citizens to cooperate 
in the special observances plan- 
ned by theatre groups throughout 
the state. 
Theme of theatrical productions 
held in observance of the month 
will be "Saluting the Orient." 
Governor O'Neill's proclamation 
reads in part: 
"Whereas, enlightened people 
the world over are increasingly 
aware of the significant role which 
the theatre can play in the pro- 
motion of international under- 
standing and good will through 
dramas which reflect the lives and 
cultures of men in all parts of 
the world; and 
"Whereas, many high school, 
university, and community theat- 
re groups in the State of Ohio 
are planning to emphasize the 
place of the theatre as a universal 
bridge across which all nations 
can hope to reach each other, 
through special productions and 
programs on themes promoting 
international   understanding: 
"Now therefore, 1, C. William 
O'Neill, Governor of the State of 
Ohio, do hereby proclaim the 
month of March, 1968, as Inter- 
national Theatre Month, in Ohio 
and I strongly urge my fellow 
citizens to cooperate in the spe- 
cial observances planned by theat- 
re groups throughout this state." 
286 Men Register For Frat Rushing; 
Bids Will Be Extended On March 2 
AT THE FRATERNITY tabtoa. Iho pro-podW- ru-ho*. .ioiwd up foe Iholr 
r-quir-d trip to •och tratornlty houa* today and tomorrow. In a huddl. at the 
loft of In. picture are Doug E9q.0-.0n. president o| D7C. and Wallace W. Taylor 
Jr.. dean of men. 
Phoio.  ly  Holler 
"SIGN HERE PLEASE" was the Aral thing that froihman men hoard when they 
went to th* Roc. Hall Sunday to register for fraternity rushing. At they entered. 
the men  signed their names at the  IFC  table,  as directed by IFC members. 
Eisenhowers Letter To Kremlin      V(/oHd   VlCWS 
States Points For Future Talks 
(INS)—In his latest letter to the Kremlin the President 
has written down what must be a majority of the points he 
would raise vocally in any face-to-face meeting with Nikita 
Khrushchev. 
Reading it, it is as if one was present again in Khrush- 
chev's office, with I.enin staring down beadily from the wall, 
and we had just heard the Presi- 
dent list where he stands. The 
pause before the reply is precisely 
as it is when the bright young 
interpreter at the end of the table 
swiftly takes shorthand notes, 
tensely translating the guttural- 
response into English. 
Had he pounded the table, or 
put his hand on the shoulder of 
the thickest little boss of all the 
Russia's Eisenhower could hard- 
ly have been more eloquent or em- 
phatic than when, in his letter, 
he wrote: 
"Our two nations are both now 
exploring and seeking to learn 
the truth about outer space. But 
is it not more important to learn 
the  truth  about  each other?" 
The Eisenhower letter was to 
Premier Bulganin, but if there is 
a true summit meeting between 
the leaders it will be populated 
by Eisenhower and Khrushchev. 
The President was his open- 
handed self when he invited more 
Russians to come to the U.S. and 
see that this land is not populated 
with leaders and peoples reck- 
lessly determined to wage a pre- 
ventive war against the USSR. 
He gave the invitation new scope. 
"Would it not be well if leaders 
of thought and influential citizens 
come to visit the U.S. to learn 
at first hand the feeling of our 
people toward peace and the work- 
ing of our popular institutions 
as they affect our conduct of 
foreign relations? 
"Most of the Soviet citizens 
who exert an influence are strang- 
ers to this country with, I fear, to- 
tally   false   conceptions." 
In Moscow, the following day, 
the censors passed a story stating 
that Khrushchev might visit the 
U.S., as he sometimes says he 
wants to. We can't see it going 
that far that quick. He would feel, 
or be urged to feel, that it would 
not he safe. If great crowds pic- 
keted the Waldorf when Shostoko- 
vitch visited New Yolk, how would 
the dictator himself be greeted? 
Even in mannerly Enirland in '56 
a tabloid frontpaged him as "the 
butcher of the Ukraine," and he 
would not ride alone with Eliza- 
beth  II. 
If any members of the Hier- 
archy visit the U.S. in the forese- 
able future they will be persons 
of the level of, let us say, Mi- 
koyan, who, on his last trip, many 
years ago, took home a great U.S. 
secret, the plans for making ice 
cream. 
Replies To Sorority 
Parties Due Today 
Replies to invitations to the 
second round of sorority rush 
parties should be turned in to the 
office of the Dean of Women by 
I p.m. today, announced Charlot- 
te Bleisch, president of Panhel- 
lenic Council. Women who receiv- 
ed invitations Feb. 24 ore eligi- 
ble to attend these parties. Each 
rushee is advised to attend five 
second parties if possible. 
Approximately 468 women sign- 
ed up for rushing. As of now, 44 
have dropped out. The quota for 
each sorority will be set after the 
series of second parties. 
The schedule for the parties is 
as follows: Feb. 28, 8 to 8 p.m., 
Alpha Chi Omega, Delta Zeta; 
8 to 10 p.m., Alpha Delta Pi, Kap- 
pa Delta; March 1, 1 to 3 p.m., 
Chi Omega, Delta Gamma; 3 to 
5 p.m., Phi Mu, Gamma Phi Beta, 
Alpha Gamma Delta; and 6:30 to 
8:30 p.m., Alpha Phi, Alpha Xi 
Delta. 
PARIS—U.S. Undersecretary of State Robert Murphy arrived 
in Pnris Monday for conferences with top French officials on the explo- 
sive France-Tunisian dispute. 
Murphy, the U.S. representative on the Anglo-American "good 
offices" team which is attempting to hammer out a solution to dispute, 
said he has some elements of a peace plan. He told newsmen at Orly 
Field, however, that he cannot disclose them at present. 
BUENOS AIRES—Leftist Arthur Frondizi, backed by exiled 
dictator Juun D. Peron and the Communist party, piled up n landslide 
victory Monday in Argentina's first free presidential election in 30 
years. 
Peron declared in the Dominican Republic that the 49-year-old 
attorney's victory opens the way for the total rcconquest of that 
country. 
JAKARTA, INDONESIA—The Indonesian central government 
said Monday that any attempt by outside powers to intervene on behalf 
of the Sumatra rebels "might lead to all-out war." 
A foreign ministry spokesman said there was evidence that Lt. 
Col. Amman Hussein's rebel "government" at Padang was seeking 
recognition and perhaps aid from the major powers, presumably includ- 
ing the United  States. 
DAMASCUE —Egypt's Uamel Abdel Nasser, president of the New 
United Arab Republic, paid a surprise visit to Damascus Monday for 
talks with top Syrian leaders. 
Nasser was accompanied by Egyptian Marshall Abdel Hakim 
Amer, commander in chief of the Egyptian and Syrian armed forces, 
and other high-ranking Egyptian officials on the flight from Cairo. 
He was welcomed at the airport by Syrian General Afif El-Ilizri. 
WASHINGTON An agreement under which the U.S. will arm 
Britain with 1,500-mile ballistic missiles was announced Monday 
in Washington and London. The agreement, which was signed secretly in 
Washington   Saturday,   was   officially   announced   by   both   govern- 
WA8HINGT0N—Rep. Chet Holifield, Calif., said Monday that 
Russia's latest hydrogen explosion exposes soviet "hyprocrisy" since 
they have been urging that nuclear weapons testa be stopped. 
Holifield,   a  member  of the  joint committee on  atomic  energy 
said   Russia's  hydrogen  explosion   Sunday,  that constituted  a "first1 
in nuclear testing, should come as no surprise to the American people. 
Compiled Iron the wires of the International News Service 
Understanding Human Behavior 
Is Family Play Series' Design 
Photo br Boiler 
TYPICAL BOWLING GREEN I Such a sight as this one teee by the NEWS 
Photographer on a campus parking lot was common last week. Then, suddenly 
overnight spring came to the campus. 
For the past several years 
the American Theatre Wing 
has been producing a series 
of short community plays de- 
signed to help people under- 
stand  human  behavior. The 
University Theatre is working with 
this project and continuing its 
special repertory company. This 
group, known as Family Plays, 
under the direction of the faculty 
of the University Speech Depart- 
ment, played many towns in the 
Northwestern Ohio area but se- 
mester and is continuing its work 
this semester, according to Bar- 
bara C. Wood, graduate assistant 
in speech. 
This semester the repertory 
company has three plays to offer: 
"What Did I Do?," "The Case 
of the Missing Handshake," and 
"And You Never Know." The plays 
average approximately half an 
hour each. They are designed to 
be followed by a discussion per- 
iod—an essential part of the prog- 
ram. The shock of recognition is 
the opening wedge in this novel 
form of parent education. But 
identification with the play's char- 
acters is only a stimulus for the 
discussion period which follows 
the play. 
Twenty-six productions will be 
given in towns within a 50 mile 
radius of Bowling Green, stated 
Miss Wood graduate assistant in 
speech. Some of the towns to be 
included are: Findlay, Toledo, 
Archbold, Fremont, Tiffin, Mon- 
clova, Kenton, Bellevue, Norwalk, 
and Fostoria. 
The three productions will be 
given   this  week,   continued   Miss 
Wood. "And You Never Know' will 
be presented in Toledo Feb. 211 
and at the Ridge Street School 
in Bowling Green Feb. 26. "The 
Cose of the Missing Handshake" 
will be presented before the Arca- 
dia Parent Teachers Association 
Feb. 24 and "What Did I Do?" will 
be presented before the Stryker 
PTA Feb. 26. 
The cast for "What Did I Do?" 
is: Larry Bradford, Lois Derrough, 
Joan Niemis, Audeen Matiskiek, 
Owen Elder, Sibyl Wentling, and 
Judy Lindsey. "The Case of the 
Missing Handshake" cast is: Joe 
Cloutier, Nancy Traxlcr, Jan 
Heinze, Paul Hiemer, Sara Cole- 
man, James Shindler, Ellen Mat- 
hews, and La Delle Gerlach. "And 
You Never Know": Edward Shir- 
key, Larry Leach, Gene Bowman, 
David Granger, Judy Edwards, 
Neil Saxten, Judy Lisey, Peter 
Robinette, Carol Stemble, and 
Ronald Gibson. 
Two openings in the cast are 
still available for women, and all 
women students who are inter- 
ested  should  notify  Miss Wood. 
IFC Approves DE's 
Petition For Activation 
Delta Epsilon's petition for act- 
ive membership in the Interfra- 
ternity Council was accepted by 
unanimous vote at the Council's 
Feb. 20 meeting. 
Prior to this the DE's were giv- 
en a seat in the meetings, but had 
no vote. This activation follows 
a two year probationary period, 
which was necessary because they 
are not affiliated with a national 
fraternity, stated Douglas Eggles- 
ton, LFC president. 
Over 286 men have sign- 
ed up for fraternity rushing, 
according to Doug Eggleston, 
president of Inter-fraternity 
Council. 
Rushing will begin today, 
when the rushees are required to 
visit all of the fraternity house. 
During Thursday from 0 a.m. to 
4 p.m. the rushee must Bclcct a min- 
imum of four and a maximum of 
seven of the fifteen fraternities 
he would like to revisit. The pro- 
cedure will be the same as the 
original registration with the ex- 
ception of the registration fee. 
At the conclusion of Thursday 
night's activities, each fraternity 
will decide which rushees it wishes 
to return on Friday evening, and 
will issue on IFC invitations forms 
a request for the rushee to return. 
Rushees will pick up their in- 
vitations at the desk in the Recro- 
ation Hall between the hours of 
0 a.m. and 4 p.m. The rushee 
should select four fraternities he 
wishes to revisit, and ho is to take 
the invitations to the desk and 
then notify each fraternity repre- 
sentative present of his acceptance. 
No rushee will be allowed to ac- 
eept a date unless he has an invi- 
tation. 
The same procedure will be fol- 
lowed for Saturday. This time the 
rushee must select two fraternities 
from the invitations, und he will 
register in the Elementary Gym 
his intentions in the same manner 
as he did  Friday. 
At the conclusion of Saturday 
night's activities, each fruternity 
wil submit formal scaled bids to 
the IFC for those men they wish to 
bid and pledge. These bids are to 
be taken to the IFC office Sunday 
morning by 9 a.m. where they will 
be sorted and placed in a large 
envelope bearing the name of the 
rushee. After all bids have been 
received from the fraternities and 
filed in the envelope they will be 
deposited in the Dean of Men's 
Office  for  safo  keeping. 
On Sunday, March 2, during the 
hours of 1 p.m. and 4 p.m., the 
rushee will call at the IFC desk 
in the Recreation Hall and pick up 
his envelope containing the bids. 
He will make his selection und then 
proceed to the registration desk 
and register with the IFC and the 
Dean of Men his preference. The 
rushee is then to go to the fraterni- 
ty house whose bid he has accepted. 
The maximum fine for any in- 
fraction of the rushing rules by 
any fraternity will be $50 for each 
individual rushee involved in the 
offense. Any rushee will be barred 
from pledging for one semester for 
any rule infraction. 
Cast, Crews Named 
For Teahouse Of 
The August Moon' 
The list of the cast and crews 
for the major production, "Tea- 
house of the August Moon," was 
announced by Donald C. Kleck- 
ner. associate professor of speech. 
Doug Cotner will star as Sakini 
with Mary Hunter in the female 
lead as Lotus Blossum. Others in 
the cast are: Louis Bove as Gre- 
govich, Rex McGraw as Purdy, 
George Dunster as Fisby, Wanda 
Chynoweth as the old woman, 
Ruth Ann Johnson as the old 
woman's daughter, Thomas Wol- 
pcrt as the ancient man, Jack 
Richert as Hokaida, Bert Ronke 
as Omura, Vic McKiever as Suma- 
ta, James Delay as Sumata's fath- 
er, Ralph Kisttcr as Seiko, Janet 
Stash us Higa Jiga, Larry Henry 
as Keora, Doug Eggleston as Os- 
hira, and Ronald O'Leary as 
McLean. 
The women villagers will be 
played by: Pat Rodgers, Carol 
Quimbly, Rosemary Westfall, So- 
nia Bovier, Jill Deichert, and Sha- 
ron Mutzner. 
The stage manager for the pro- 
duction is Jim Rodgers. Assistant 
stage managers are Marilyn Hart- 
man and Nancy Arnold; stage car- 
penter is Richard Youngs, assist- 
ant stage carpenter, Ronald Gib- 
son. The property crew is headed 
by Jon Rockhold, costume crew 
by Ginny Miller, light crew by 
Carl Reckenwold, sound crew by 
Tom Alverson, and publicity crew 
by Mahlou Rouch and Dale Nedel- 
co. 
What Do You Think? 
As the present academic year slowly approaches its end, 
we feel that this is perhaps the best time to suggest a plan 
formulated by the NEWS which we feel will prove extremely 
beneficial to the student body, the faculty and the adminis- 
tration in the years to come. 
It is our belief that opinion surveys on all phases of 
student life should be conducted so that data might be compil- 
ed and then submitted to the faculty and the administration 
for their consideration. 
The surveys, which could be used as a basis for future 
University policy, could be conducted by the Office of Student 
Activities with the aid of a student committee. 
The surveys could consider such things as scholarship, 
teaching methods, faculty advisers, honor societies, campus 
dress, dances, drinking, foreign students, student hours, fra- 
ternities and sororities, dormitories, classrooms and labora- 
tories, the bookstore, library, athletics, parking, clubs, organi- 
zations-religious and cultural, the student newspaper, admin- 
istration-student and student-faculty relations, jobs, honor 
systems, health service, counselors and placement bureau, 
intramural sports, and morals, just to name a few. 
Since the students are the most important clientele of 
any university, the NEWS feels that such a survey would 
greatly benefit the faculty and the administration as far as 
recording how student sentiment and feeling goes, and in the 
same respect enable the student body to express their opinions 
regarding all phases of campus life. 
Through the poll, students could thus be assured that 
they had sufficient opportunity to express their opinions, 
and should the poll be instituted, which would require a good 
deal of work, it would stand to reason that the administra- 
tion, by undertaking such a large task, would be willing to 
consider the student opinion poll in determining future Uni- 
versity action and policy. 
As we have emphasized before, the Letters to the Editor 
columns are open. What do you think? 
Our Sympathy 
The entire staff of the BG NEWS wishes to extend its 
sincere sympathy to Mary Elliott, on the death of her father, 
and to Eleanor Starbuck on the death of her mother. Both 
were killed instantly in a head on collision, on U.S. 25 South 
of Bowling Green Sunday evening. 
Articles, Chairmanships 
Keeping Faculty Busy 
U. S. 'Explorer Satellite Pays First Dividend 
FLETCHER   IS   CHAIRMAN 
Lyle R. Fletcher, assistant pro- 
fessor of geography at the Uni- 
versity, has been named chairman 
of a national committee charged 
with the responsibility of bringing 
topographic maps of the United 
States up to date. 
He was appointed to the post 
by the president of the National 
Council for Geographic Education. 
Dr. Fletcher also has been ap- 
pointed to the program commit- 
tee of the southeastern Michigan 
branch of the American Meteoro- 
logical Society to help plan for 
the national meeting of the so- 
ciety at Ann Arbor, Mich., next 
September. 
ARTICLE APPEARS 
An article by a University pro- 
fessor and a member of the faculty 
of Duke University Medical school 
appears in the January issue of 
"journal  of  Clinical   Psychology." 
Collaborating in the preparation 
of the article were Dr. Benjamin G. 
Rosenberg, assistant professor of 
psychology at Bowling Green, and 
Dr. John Altrocchi of Duke. 
The article is entitled "A New 
Sorting Technique for Diagnosing 
Brain Damage." 
ARTICLE    PUBLISHED 
An article by Dr. Raymond 
Yeager, assistant professor of 
speech and forensics coach at the 
University, appears in the January 
issue of Register, journal of the 
American Forensics Association. 
The article is entitled, "Aristo- 
tle's Topics as Sources of Proof." 
CONAWAY   EDITS   MAGAZINE 
Dr. Winifred Conaway, assistant 
professor of education, is editor 
of the December issue of "Curri- 
culum Laboratory Action," a na- 
tional magazine financially sup- 
ported by people interested in edu- 
cation. 
The University's curriculum la- 
boratory, known as the Instruction- 
al Materials Laboratory, is located 
in 311 Elementary Bide It is • 
specialized library and laboratory 
which contains testing materials, 
pamphlets, manuals, films and 
maps pertinent to education. In 
October of the present year, ap- 
proximately 867 education majors 
took advantage of the facilities as 
did 776 students in November. 
MANDELL  NAMED   CHAIRMAN 
Dr. Maurice I. Mandell, associate 
professor of business administra- 
tion at the University, has been 
named national chairman of the 
subcommittee on the Teaching of 
advertising of the American Mar- 
keting Association, 
CLARIS   APPOINTED 
Mrs. Jack Clarke has been ap- 
pointed library assistant in the 
reserve room to take the place of 
Mrs. Sue Borne, who recently re- 
signed.  Mrs. Clarke, '66, worked 
at the University library for near- 
ly four years as an undergraduate. 
BALOGH WRITES ARTICLE 
Prof. Joseph K. Balogh has 
written an article entitled, "Ju- 
venile Delinquincy Proneness" 
which will appear in the current 
issue of, "Criminal Law, Crimino- 
logy, and Police Science." 
Professor Balogh will also speak 
on his specialty of juvenile de- 
linquency at the Feb. 25 meeting 
of the Parent Teachers Associa- 
tion of Fremont. 
LONGWORTH   TO   SPEAK 
Donald S. Longworth, associate 
professor of sociology will speak 
on "Family Relationships" at the 
Bloomdale Mothers Club, 8 p.m. 
Tuesday, Feb. 25. 
WHITWER   PARTICIPATES 
MisB E. Eloise Whitwer, assist- 
ant professor of biology, was a par- 
ticipant in "A Working Syllabus 
for a Modernized Biology Course," 
Feb. 22, at a meeting of the Ohio 
Conference of College Biology 
Teachers. The conference, which 
is a division of the National Assoc- 
iation of Biology Teachers, met in 
the Ohio Union on the campus of 
Ohio State University. 
COHEN APPOINTED 
The University of Chicago has 
announced the appointment of 
Jacob Cohen, associate professor 
of economics at this University, 
as chairman of its 1958 Alumni 
Fund Drive in Bowling Green, 
Ohio. 
Dr. Cohen will head a commit- 
tee that will call on local alumni 
for support toward this year's 
goal of 15,000 gifts and $560,000. 
Alumni gifts are used to support 
Chicago's undergraduate college 
and to finance both research and 
teaching in its 10 graduate di- 
visions and professional schools. 
According to the University of 
Chicago's news release. Dr. Cohen 
received his PhD degree from the 
University in 1949. He is now ser- 
ving his sixth chairmanship of the 
University of Chicago's Bowling 
Green Fund. 
DoufGiuj Gtwn State TJniur rsitu 
(INS)—America's soaring earth satellite, the explorer, has paid 
a substantial first dividend toward the wealth of information U.S. 
scientists expect from man-made moons. 
The Explorer has proved that cosmic dust, the debris left over 
from the earth's creation, will be no barrier to space travel. There 
arc far fewer of these dust particles or micrometeorites than had 
heen expected. 
The satellite has established also that the temperature within 
a space vehicle can be controlled to winthin the limits of a comfortable 
home simply by using insulation and black, white or gray paint to let 
in or keep out the sun's heat. 
And with the aid of ground stations, the explorer has proved that 
a satellite's path through space can be determined with such precision 
that earthly distances between measuring points can be fixed to within 
a few feet instead of a few hundred yards as at present. 
Future satellites carrying telescopes, some of them no larger than 
the 30.8-pound Explorer, will add information about cloud patterns 
and activities on earth. Others will shoot out to photograph the moon, 
or Mars or Venus, probably before manned space flight is achieved. 
The dividend of information collected so far, however, is more 
titan sizeable considering that only three weeks have passed since the 
Army's Jupiter C rocket was used to blast the Explorer into space 
from Florida's Cape Canaveral the night of Jan. 31. 
According to John T. Mengel, Chief of Tracking and Guidance, 
the Explorer's orbit around the earth has already been determined 
with an accuracy 16 times greater than was possible for either of 
Russia's sputniks. 
The present measurements, based on radio transmission that may 
continue another month or so, show that the Explorer's altitude varies 
from 229 to 1,579 miles in its oblong path around the earth. In time 
this will be refined into yards and feet above sea level. 
Temperatures within the Explorer, shown by modulations in its 
radio broadcast, have varied from 40 to 90 degrees above zero, both 
tolerable extremes, even though the scientists had to rely partly on 
guesswork in arranging the control. 
Actually the explorer is striped, black and white, but as it spins 
through the space the effect is gray. Black would absorb all of the 
sun's heat reaching the surface, while pure white would reflect all 
the heat 
A terse announcement that meteoric dust particles have been 
found "fewer than anticipated" can be set against the fact that these 
were never expected to bar space travel, although puncture-proof, 
self-sealing covers for space vehicles may still be necessary to close 
the holes such particles would make. 
There are  two reasons why  the  Explorer's  data on  cosmic rays 
is incomplete: 
»        The present satellite broadcasts its cosmic  ray information con- 
tinuously,  and  therefore  only  scattered   readings are  obtained when 
the Explorer is approximately over a receiving station. 
This will be corrected in Explorer II, to be launched within about 
a month, by the installation of an eight-ounce magnetic tape recorder 
that will "store" the information for an entire circuit of the earth, 
and then broadcast all of it in about five seconds on command from 
the ground. 
The fact will remain, however, that the plane of a satellite's 
orbit is fixed and constant by the stars. Because the earth turns, a 
satellite can examine every point of earth within its latitudes, but it 
always "looks out,]" or receives cosmic rays, in the same directions 
and therefore receives information in only one of the many possible 
circles that could be drawn in space around the earth. 
At present the scientists are receiving cosmic ray readings for 
between three and four minutes of each of the Explorer's 115-minute 
journeys around the globe. Explorer II should provide at least thirty 
times as many. 
Interview 
Schedule 
F.b.   21 
Eastman Kodak Co., Findlay; 
interested in men students of the 
freshman, sophomore, and jun- 
ior class who are interested in 
summer work. 
Chevrolet, Cleveland; interview- 
er, J.  Hayden; interested in ac- 
counting majors or general busi- 
ness with accounting minor. 
r.b. a* 
Arthur Young and Co., Toledo; 
interviewer,  R.  Floyd; Interested 
in accounting majors. 
Fab. ST 
Toledo Edison Co., Toledo; in- 
terviewer, D. Ramirez; interested 
in business administration gra- 
duates with math or accounting 
majors. 
Kemper Insurance Co., Chicago, 
III.; interviewer, W. Hindman; in- 
terested in training program in 
claims, accounting, statistics (no 
sales), and math. 
F.b.   II 
Lincoln Nnt'l Life Ins. Co., 
Fort Wayne, Ind.; interviewer, 
J. Rowden; interested in all types 
of sales majors. 
United Parcel Service, Cleve- 
land; interviewer, C. Waldron; In- 
terested in management training 
program and all types of gradu- 
ates. 
An Upper Plate 
Pays Its Owner 
(INS) In Akron, Ohio, a bank 
teller, Robert Gordon, said he had 
to have some identification when 
a customer presented a check to 
be cashed, but explained he had 
forgotten  his wallet. 
The man pulled out his upper 
dental plate and asked: "Will this 
dot" Gordon read the name on 
the plate and promptly cashed the 
check. 
(INS) In Salzburg, Austria, a 
traveling salesman drove into the 
town, went through a red light 
and was stopped by an officer. He 
explained he was a bit distracted 
because an elephant had been sit- 
ting on his car. The policeman 
arrested him for drunken driving. 
It was all cleared up later. A 
circus owner confirmed that one 
of his elephants had indeed sat on 
the car—thought it was a stool, 
the trainer said—at a crossroads 
outside of town. 
Athletics Committee Is 
Vital To All BG Sports 
The Athletics Committee of the University has as its 
chairman this year Dr. Ralph G. Harshman, vice-president 
of the University. Other faculty and administrative members 
on the committee are: Gerald Acker, Harold Anderson, John 
W. Bunn, Arch B. Conklin, Samuel M. Cooper, Wayne S. Huff- 
man, Frank F. Miles, and Doyt L. Perry. 
The committee consists of a 
chairman, a representative from 
the office of student affairs, the 
director of athletics, three elected 
faculty members, and three stu- 
dent members elected annually by 
the Activity Appropriations Com- 
mittee. This year the students ap- 
pointed are Ross H. Cornell, Dale 
B. Pitt man, and Charles W. Richcy. 
The rest of the members on the 
committee were appointed by 
Pres.  Ralph W. McDonald. 
Dr. Harshman stated that the 
purpose of the committee was "to 
provide for intercollegiate competi- 
tion in a wholesome opponent 
sports for men students as a con- 
structive part of an educational 
and the student life of the Uni- 
versity." 
The functions of the committee 
are as follows. First, to formulate 
and review policies pertaining to 
the conduct of intercollegiate 
athletics; to study and approve 
separata contracts and any agree- 
ment direct or indirect to the in- 
stitution; to study, adjust, and 
approve the estimates of the di- 
rector of athletics for funds to be 
presented to the Activity Appro- 
priations  Committee. 
To develop the budget; to rule 
ineligibility; to establish a system 
of athletic honors and awards; to 
provide information and to assist 
official representatives of the 
University at conference and as- 
sociation meetings; to assure full 
observance of University policies 
and rules as they relate to the con- 
ference; and to review and ap- 
prove any activity of the inter- 
collegiate program not covered in 
the above. 
Dr. Harshman added that the 
swimming, wrestling, and fresh- 
man basketball schedules for this 
year have been approved along 
with the football schedule for next 
year. The committee has also ap- 
proved the budget for this year. 
ENDS TONITE "Legend of the Lost" at 
WED-THUR 
SHOCKING BUT TRUE 
WK 
ITATOM AT 7:JJ—l:M 
OPEN AT •:« 
BACK Hm* >n win *mro 
COMING FRI-SAT 2 BIG COLOR HITS 
SUSPENSE, ADVENTURE AND INTRIGUE! 
VAN JOHNSON MARTINE CAROL HERBERT LOM 
ACTION OF THE TIGER/ 
AT 8:30 
WATCH FOR "RAINTREE COUNTY" REAL SOON 
In summing up Dr. Harshman 
stated that "the committee tries 
to make the athletic program fit 
into a part of the University. Un- 
less the athletics have an educa- 
tion value they don't fit into the 
University." 
'53 Alum Is Named To 
Staff Of Insurance Co. 
Joseph L. Ferguson ('53) has 
been named to the staff of the Cin- 
cinnati brokerage agency of The 




Sigma Alpha Eta, Gamma Chap- 
ter, speech and hearing clinic's na- 
tional honorary society, will con- 
duct a workshop tomorrow evening 
to make plans for the annual spring 
career day and the printing of the 
"Gamma Notes," the society's an- 
nual newspaper, according to Dee 
D'Zurik,   president. 
The career day will be set aside 
to Bhow area high school seniors 
the speech and hearing program as 
well as opportunities in this field. 
The society members are now 
contacting speech and hearing 
graduates to find out where they 
live, the positions they now hold, 
and information about their fami- 
lies. 
When all information is collected, 
the paper will be printed and 
mailed to all graduates. 
The Jazz Singer' 
Comes To Campus 
"The Jazz Singer," staring TV 
personality Danny Thomas, is the 
campus movie scheduled for Feb. 
28. Co-starring with Danny is 
singing personality  Peggy Lee. 
The drama portrays the conflicts 
between a father and his jazz- 
singing son. The son, played by 
Danny, defies his father by break- 
ing a family tradition of not be- 
ing a religious singer. 
The first show begins at 7 p.m. 
with the cartoon "Life With Tom," 
a Tom and Jerry edition. The sec- 
ond showing starts at 9:05 and 
will end at 11 p.m. 
University Symphony 
To Hold May Auditions 
Auditions for soloist at the May 
18 concert to be given by the Uni- 
versity Symphony Orchestra will 
be held soon, Prof. Seymour L. 
Benstock, director of the University 
Symphony Orchestra, has an- 
nounced. Auditions are not limited 
to music majors. All students may 
try out. 
CAMPUS BOY 
Sandwich    50c 
Twice as Big 
Twice as Good 
YUM!   YUM! 
ITS GOOD 
Contains: 
Two fresh beef pottles, 
melted cheese, pickles, 
lettuce, our own tartar 
sauce, served on our 





DOLLAR DAY SERVICES 
Because of the tremendous response to College 
Laundromat's Dollar Day Anniversary Sale, Harry 
Boykoff wishes to show his appreciation by con- 
tinuing with reduced prices on Dry Cleaning. 
Harry monks all who made this a successful 
AntuVeraary Sale. 
DRY CLEANING 
1 Dollar Sale 
SUITS     —     COATS     —     DRESSES 
50 Cent Sale 
SLACKS    —     SKIRTS     —     JACKETS 
WOOL SHIRTS 
Open Monday thru Saturday 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
COLLEGE LAUNDROMAT 
115 E. COURT ST. BOWLING GREEN 
Tankers Wallop Redskins, 63-23; Win 8 Events 
Cagers Journey 
In Seasons Final 
The rejuvenated Bowling 
Green Falcons hit the road 
tonight for their final two 
games of the season. The Fal- 
cons will be in Chicago to- 
night   to   meet   the   Loyola 
Ramblers and will then move onto 
Kalamazno tomorrow night to tan- 
gle with the Western Michigan 
Broncos. 
Bowling Green will be making its 
second appearance of the season in 
Chicago Stadium when they face 
the Ramblers tonight. In their first 
appearance, the Falcons were 
handed a 90-73 pasting by Wheat- 
on. 
Loyola has a 14-7 record for the 
siMsrai with its biggest win coming 
over 12th-ranked Kentucky, 67-66 
last week in the Stadium. The 
Rr.mblers are an improving team, 
as witneaaed by their win over Ken- 
tucky, after the Wildcat* had scor- 
ed an easy 76-42 win in an earlier 
game played at Lexington. In its 
most recent outing, Loyola scored 
a 65-60 win over Washington of St. 
Louis. 
Coach Ireland will probably go 
with his usual starting five of Al 
Norville, a 6-4 junior, and Art 
McXier, a 6-4 senior, as forwards, 
and 6-6 sophomore Jim Corman at 
center. Paul Shecdy. a 0-2 junior, 
•md Frank Hogan, a 6-2 junior, will 
be at the guards. 
George Burmeistcr, who was to 
join the Falcons for the second 
semester until he broke his thumb, 
was planning on making this game 
something of a homecoming. 
George, who transferred from Loy- 
ola to Bowling Green last year, 
led the Ramblers to their last win 
over the Falcons, 77-68 in 1956. 
Then only a sophomore, he scored 
20 points and pulled down 12 re- 
bounds against BG. 
Tomorrow the Falcons finish out 
their   season   against   the   cellar- 
2 Records Near 
Darrow's Reach 
How many records will fall? 
This is a hard question to answer 
now, but there is a possibility of 
many falling in the Falcons two 
remaining cage contests. 
Jim Darrow looks like the man 
who is most likely to read his 
name into the record books. Dar- 
row, who at the present time has 
a total of 464 points only needs 
39 points in the next two games 
to break the record for the most 
points scored in one season by 
a first year varsity man. Wyndol 
Gray holds the old record of 603 
points. 
A second record within Darrows 
reach is the highest field goal 
percentage for a year. Darrow 
now has hit on .475 per cent of 
his field goal attempts while the 
old record held by Charles Share 
was .471. 
As a team the Falcons should 
eclipse the oid team field goal 
percentage mark of .390 set in 
1953-54. The Falcons now have 
hit .434 per cent of their field 
goal   attempts. 
A record this years team is 
close to, but probably cannot break 
is the highest point average per 
game. The BG team of 1953-64 
had a 82.6 average while this years 
team has a 76.57 average. 
7b \NM, Loyola 
Two Contests 
dwelling Western Michigan Bron- 
cos in Kalamaxoo. The Broncos are 
5-16 overall and 1-10 in conference 
play, but are always tough to beat 
on their home floor. 
Western Michigan will be with- 
out the services of their fine sopho- 
more guard, Dennis Tope, who, 
along with three other Broncos, 
was declared scholastic-ally ineligi- 
ble at the end of the first semester. 
Tepe was averaging 17.6 points- 
per-game in conference play and 
15.8 overall. 
The Broncos will probably start 
Ed Blair, a 6-5 junior, at center 
with Bill Waun, a 6-3 senior, and 
Paul Hendricks, a 6-1 sophomore, 
at the forwards. The guard posi- 
tions wil be handled by Lyle Mc- 
Auley, a 6-0 senior, and Tom Cono- 
way, a 5-10, sophomore. 
Fraternity Champs 
To Vie Friday For 
All-Greek IM Title 
The Phi Delta Thetas and the 
ATOs will battle for the frater- 
nity intramural basketball cham- 
pionship at 7:30 p.m. Friday in the 
Men's Gym. The champion?, will 
also gain 160 points for their fra- 
ternity on the point chart in the 
Men's Gym. This shows the num- 
ber of points each fraternity has 
garnered in intramural sports this 
year. 
On Saturday, beginning at 1:30, 
the remaining 12 teams will bat- 
tle for second, third, fourth, fifth, 
sixth, and seventh places. All win- 
ners will pick-up eight more points 
than the teams they defeat, which 
will be added to their point totals 
on the chart. 
All ties in League 1 and II will 
he broken by a single elimination 
before the playoffs begin Satur- 
day. Sigma Nu, Pi Kappa Alpha, 
and Kappa Sigms will play in a 
single elimination. The Theta Chi's, 
Sigma Alpha Kpsilon, and the 
AKOs will play in a second eli- 
mination. Phi Kappa Tau and DU 
will also tangle to break their tie 
for fifth place in  League H. 
Leagues III and VI are the 
only independent leagues not set- 
tled. In League 111, the Unknowns 
(3-0) would have to lose to the 
Syndicate (0-2) tonight in order 
to give the Stranglcrs (3-1) a 
chance to gain a share of the 
title   in  that league. 
The Spitfhanangcs (2-1) and 
the Kohl Kats (3-0) arc battling 
for the League VI championship. 
The Kats beat the Spitfhananges 
last week, 32-19, so must lose to- 
night if the Spitfhananges are to 
gain a share of this title. The 
Spitfhananges, however, must win 
tonight to gain a tie. 
leagues I and II in the inde- 
pendent league were decided two 
weeks ago with the Studs and the 
Prima Donnas taking the laurels. 
Last week. League IV was snagg- 
ed by the powerful Violators, who 
sewed up the title by handing the 
Kohl Minors a 29-20 loss. Eddie 
Owen paced the winners with 10 
points, and Wayne Smersoll scor- 
ed 11  for the losers. 
The Friars, the Newman Club's 
representative, won League V by 
edging the Sputniks, 17-16, last 
week. 
In the only fraternity game last 
week, the  SAEs beat Sig  Ep. 
By HAIVEY BrMCOtT 
With almost monotonous regularity, the Bowling Green 
tankers knocked off Miami's swim team before a packed Na- 
tatorium at Oxford last Saturday. Before the afternoon was 
over, the visitors won eight of nine events to beat the Red- 
skins 63 to 23. 
Ralph Eakins, who lost to Miami's backstroke speedster, 
Jim Bohan, three times last season, put the pressure on from 
the beginning of the heat and took some measure of revenge 
by defeating Bohan, doing the 200 yard backstroke in 2:11.5 
to set a new Bowling Green varsity record. The old mark was 
2:13.2. 
The top scorer for the Falcons was Don Worsfold, who 
took first in the 50 and 100 yard freestyle events with times 
of :23.8 and :52.2 and swam with the winning 400 yard free- 
style team of Muir, Clark and Martin. 
Sophomore flash, Ray Martin, again won his specialty, 
the 440 yard freestyle, in 5:00.6. Martin didn't swim in his 
usual 220 yard freestyle slot, allowing Miami its only first 
place of the day. With two years of varsity competition in 
front of him, Martin is a great prospect. 
Jack Michael combined, grace, skill, and poise, to win the 
diving event. Bowling Green's Keith Miller put in a perfor- 
mance of 2:31.9 in the 200 yard butterfly stroke to win over 
Miami's Hattenbach and Kamp who were a close second and 
third. John Thompson continued using his new, short stroke 
style to cop first in the 200 yard breaststroke in 2:34.5. 
Sam Cooper and company seem on the way to their third 
straight conference championship. Although Dr. Cooper usual- 
ly manages to keep his name out of print, it must be remember- 
ed that championship teams just don't happen, they are made. 
ACTUALLY FILMED IN RUSSIA 
^rJYRIC STARTS FRIDAY 
THE TRUTH ABOUT 
THE LAND OF MYSTERY THAT PRODUCED 
7&f £WW SffiUMES/ 
Cindermen Take Second 
Accumulating a total of 29 points, Bowling Green's track 
team placed second in the quadrangular Eastern Michigan 
track meet held last Saturday in Ypsilanti, Mich. The host team 
captured first place with 88 points. Third place went to the 
University of Detroit with seven points and fourth to Wayne 
with two points. 
Bowling Green's Walt Killian 
set a new field record and took 
first place in the high jump 
as he hit 6'6".This was the only 
first place the BG cindermen 
could garner. Ernie MaUahn of 
BG captured third in this event. 
Other Falcon trackmen who 
placed in the different events 
were I-arry Dove who took third 
in the mile run and fourth in the 
880 yd run. 
John Scott placed third and 
fourth respectively in the 880 yd. 
run and 440 yd. run. 
Bornie Casey ran second in both 
the 66 yd. high hurdles and the 
low hurdles. Malzahn was fourth 
in the low hurdles event. 
In the two-mile run Bob Mears 
took third and Duve Armstrong 
fourth. Bob Hill was fourth in 
the 60 yd. run. 
Dick I.ruins was third in the 
shot put and Bob Ramlow tied 
for third in the pole vault. Ron 
DeWolf was second in the broad 
jump. 
BG's two mile relay team of 
Meyers, Hill, Buck and Miller 
captured second in that event. 
Kerry Keating was the big scor- 
er for Eastern Michigan. Jim Ro- 
binson of Eastern pole vaulted 
13 feet to take first in that event. 
Volleyball Entries Due 
Today; Play Starts Soon 
Today is the deadline for men to 
enter the independent volleyball 
tournament, which starts Tuesday, 
March 11. AH entries should be 
turned into the intramural office 
by 5 o'clock today. 
Entries will be accepted under 
the following conditions: All in- 
dependent teams must be limited 
to 12 men with all names appearing 
on the entry form. No individual 
may play on more than one team. 
Students with medical excuses from 
regular gym classes cannot partici- 
pate in the tournament. 
Swim Meet Won 
By DG, Phi Delts 
Phi Delta Theta and Delta Gam- 
ma combined their forces last Sun- 
day afternoon in the Natatorium 
to win the Fraternity Swim Tan- 
dem Relays. The Phi Delta and 
Delta Gammas compiled a total 
of 22 points for their victory. The 
other teams and their total points 
in the meet were: Theta Chi-Gam- 
ma Phi Beta, 18; Sigma Nu-Chi 
Omega, 14; and Pi Kappa Alpha- 
Alpha Phi, 2. 
The Phi Dell-Delta Gamma 100 
yard tandem backstroke team set 
a new record with a time of 1:30.0. 
The previous record held by Delta 
Tau Delta and Delta Gamma was 
1:33.2. The winning team was 
comprised of Bill Shupe, Judy 
Lisy, Phil Skapura and Jean Sch- 
mitzer. 
A team composed of Larry Sch- 
neider, Christel Frochlich, Larry 
Earlcs and Jeanne McCoy won the 
100 yard crawl with a record 
breaking team of 1:33.3. This ec- 
lipsed the old record of 1:36.1 
held by Pi Kappa Alpha and Gam- 
ma Phi Beta. 
Cutting four seconds off the 
old record the team of Lois and 
Don Babson, Marcy Rose and Jer- 
ry Grcenway took first place in 
the 100 yard breaststroke for Hhe- 
ta Chi and Gamma Phi Beta. The 
new record time was 1:46.6. 
MAC Standings 
W L 
Miami ... 10   0 
Marshall I    I 
Ohio U. 1    i 
Bowling Grwa (    ( 
Toledo 4   7 
r.nl  Stall »     • 
W..l.m  Mich. 1   10 
SPECIAL 
FINAL WEEEK 
PLAIN SKIRTS SWEATERS 
39c 
(Regular 7Sc) 
BEAUTIFULLY  FANTA-SHEEN  CLEANED 
AND  PRESSED 
HAMBLIN CLEANERS 
524 E. Wooeter Phone 34873 
PhetO    DT    Xlolloi 
JOHN SMITH. BG arapplor has OSU i Don Fas In a noar pin which Mimed 
Smith  throo  points,  la  tho   background   Smith's  loammatot  shout  oncouragomonl. 
OSU Hands Grapplers 
Second Loss Of Year 
Winning the first seven 
matches' Ohio State Univer- 
sity's wrestling team scored 
a 21-3 victory over the Bow- 
ling Green grapplers Satur- 
day   in   the    Men's   Gym 
The loss was only the second of 
the year for the Falcon matmen 
and moved their record to 7-2. 
The OSU matmen were unable 
to pin any member of tho BG 
team, but accumulated enough 
points in each match to win it on 
a decision. 
Brodbock DocUlonsd 
Pat Palumbo started everything 
rolling for Ohio Slate us he de- 
cisioned Ed Brodbeck 11-2. Palum- 
bo is one of the top wrestlers on 
the  Buckeye squad. 
Another one of OSU's outstand- 
ing wrestlers, Dave Camione de- 
cisioned BG's Howie Ferguson 7-0 
in the 130-pound weight class. 
Midway in the second round Fer- 
guson hurt his left arm and this 
seemed to hinder him for the rest 
of the match. 
In the 137-pound class John 
Smith managed to pick up three 
points on a near pin, (see picture) 
but Don Pax also scored three 
points, then went on to win as 
he also got a point on riding time. 
Ill.gal Hold Costly 
Bob Dake of BG also lost his 
match to Rill Floyd on riding 
time, 6-5. Floyd was awarded one 
point during the match for an 
illegal hold by Dake and that prov- 
ed very costly to the BG grappler. 
Comoila lnluras Rib 
Injuring his rib early in the 
match BG's Jim Cornelia was de- 
ciBioned by Dick Macioce, 8-2. 
It looked like Coach Bruce Bellard 
was going to have the match stop- 
ped with Cornelia in severe pain, 
but Jim insisted on continuing. 
Filling in for injured Ken 
Vance, Paul Berens was decisioned 
by Ohio State's Mark Roberts, 8- 
0. Bob Morrill lost the 177-pound 
class match to Vince Gonino, 8-2. 
Morrill was also injured in his 
match and this hindered his per- 
formance. 
BG's heavyweight Karl Koepfer 
scored a 4-3 decision victory over 
Bill Sextant to put the only three 
points on the scoreboard for BG. 
The Falcons next home match 
is against Western Michigan Fri- 
day in the Men's Gym. The BG 
grapplers then journey to Kent 
State Saturday  for a match. 
segalls 
Across from new Music Baildlni 
Carries a Complete 
Line of Music 
Albums and single records, 
all speeds available, latest 





Listen and Dancing 
Come in and look around 
You are always welcome 
segalls 
Across from sew Musis Banalsc 
PETTI'S 
Alpine Village Restaurant 
117 N. Main St. Phone 30512 
Offers you . . . 
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE 
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
From 8 p.m. to 12 midnight 
We Will Deliver... 
Pizza, Spaghetti, Gondolas Free 
with every five orders given 
Single orders carry a 25c delivery charge 
With every 5th order 1 small sixe pixxa will be given 
With every 10th order 1 medium size pixxa will be given 
CALL 30512 FOR YOUR ORDER 
"HAVE SOME POP" oflm Marty Hannover, and Mart. 
Hob*. Phi Mu, lo rustless Sandy Your*, lucy Burw.ll and 
ttttj BlThu as sorority womon govo Ih. Ilnl ••ri.i 
o| Inlormal nuhlng partln ovsr iho week •nd. Tho parties 
Photo   by   Xloll.r 
won hold Friday and Saturday with Iho rushes* ablo lo at 
load a maximum ol olahl houaoi. Rolroihmonl MohUahlod 
Iho partlef.. 
DELTA XI THETA nuhlng for Iho first Urn. ihii soraost- 
or hold their partloo In Iho elementary school gym. slnco 
as ysl Ihsy do nol  have a houso. Dottle  Tucksr explains 
Pboto Or Kloller 
Iho rules of "Hit" to eager playors Dolorss Thomas, Hslynn 
Lawson. Smyrna Jackson. Ton! Johnson. Ann Milchell. Joan 
Bakor.   Shirley   Bonnott  and  Emma  Thomas. 
Clubs And Meetings 
A PHI o SMOKES 
Eleven prospective members were 
entertained at • smoker Feb. 19, 
given by the members of Alpha Phi 
OmofH, men's service organization. 
John Bittncr, president of A Phi 
O, urges anyone who is interested 
in joining the organization to get 
in touch with him at the Alpha 
Tau Omega  fraternity  houses. 
WBA   NOMINATES 
Nomination of officers was held 
at a recent meeting of Women's 
Recreation Association. Those 
slated arc: president, Janet Fen- 
wick and Carol Firman; vice-presi- 
dent, Claudettc Anelich, Brcnda 
Siegfried, and Beverly Staidel. 
Candidates for corresponding 
secretary are Mary Jane Dickson 
and Lorrie Shatto; recording secre- 
tary, Jacquelyn Blough and Sharon 
Swigart; treasurer, Gaylc Frisby, 
Mary Ellen Lcuty, and Sandra 
Sherwood. 
On the ballot for social chairman 
arc Joy Hennage and Dorothy 
Swaino; historian, Roberta Ray 
and Judith Ticman; publicity, Judy 
Cronk, Sandra Froclich, Barbara 
Lovett, and Phyllis Wiles. 
Elections will be held Thursday, 
March 6, on the main floor of the 
Women's  Bldg.  Only members of 
WRA are eligible to vote. 
O  PHI  A   PLANS 
Omega Phi Alpha, women's serv- 
ice fraternity, is considering es- 
tablishing a curtain and blanket 
exchange. This would operate on 
the same basis as Alpha Phi 
Omega's book exchange. A ques- 
tionnaire has been sent out to all 
residence halls to study possibilities 
of this project. 
INITIATION    POSTPONED 
Formal initiation for pledges of 
Phi Epsilon Kappa, which was to 
be held Sunday, Feb. 23, has been 
postponed until Sunday, March 2, 
according to Tom Minarcin, fra- 
ternity  president. 
Phi Epsilon Kappa is the men's 
honorary health and physical edu- 
cation fraternity at the University. 
HANNI  TO SPEAK 
Phil Hanni, associate director of 
United Christian Fellowship, will 
speak at the chapel service Wednes- 
day, Feb. 20. His topic will be 
"Believing in God." This is the 
second in a series of Lenten chapel 
services emphasizing Christian be- 
liefs. 
Organist for Wednesday's serv- 
ice will be Janet Roemer. Soloist 
will be Joyce Evans. 
DELTA   SIGMA   INITIATES 
Delta Sigma, honor society for 
men in journalism, is planning to 
initiate four new member*: Albert 
Goldberg, David Mertz, Keith 
Sanders, and Gene Welty. All mem- 
bers must be in the upper 36 per 
cent of their college class and have 
a 8. or better in all journalism 
courses. 
The present officers of Delta 
Sigma are: Jeffrey Osoff, presi- 
dent; Ronald Supinski, vice-presi- 
dent; and Raymond Dangel, secre- 
tary-treasurer. 
SIGMA  PHI TO DINE 
Sigma Phi, honor society for 
women in journalism, will have a 
dinner-meeting at the Charles 
Restaurant Thursday, for the pur- 
pose of initiating four new mem- 
bers. They are: Jane Bryan, Mari- 
on Berry, Carol Bredder, and Carol 
Croft 
Election of officers was held 
Feb. 20; they are: Ann Blackmar, 
president; Nancy Harrington, vice- 
president; Carol Croft, secretary- 
treasurer; and Carol Bredder, 
historian. 
LENTEN SOI VICES 
Services will be held from 7:30 
to 7:60 a.m. in the Chapel each 
Tuesday and Friday during Lent. 
These short worship services will 
be conducted by the chaplains 
from sororities and fraternities. 
Gene Lamb, YMCA representa- 
tive, is responsible for scheduling 
the leaders for each service. 
Russian School Bells 
Ring Loud And Hard 
Says World Traveler 
The average twelfth-grade 
Russian student has a better 
scientific education than most 
American college graduates. 
That's the observation of 
world traveler John Gunther, 
who recently returned from a tour 
of Russia. 
Soviet emphasis on science de- 
mands grueling effort from pupils, 
Gunther reports in the March 
Reader's Digest. Every student 
preparing for college must take 
ten years of math, four of che- 
mistry, five of physics and six of 
biology. 
The Soviet child nttends school 
213 days a year, as against 1H0 
in the United States. Homework 
assignments requiring from four 
to six hours' work daily arc not 
uncommon. 
Being accepted into college is 
probably the most important single 
event in a Soviet citizen's life, 
Gunther feels. The university gra- 
duate incvitibly wins honor and 
financial rewards- -often much 
sooner than our own graduates. 
All that the non-graduate can 
hope for is a manual or clerical 
job on a farm or factory. 
Moscow University, completed 
in 1023, is the city's proudest 
building, Gunther writes. It is, 
except for the Eiffel Tower, the 
tallest structure in Europe. Its 
cost, $750 million, was greater 
than the total combined endow- 
ments of Harvard, Yale, and 
Princeton. 
University standards are severe, 
but there arc many inducements 
for the student. He is paid by the 
state to go to college and can earn 
substantial bonuses if his work is 
considerably above par. In addi- 
tion, he is exempted from mili- 
tary service. 
The article, "Russia Rings the 
School Bell," is condensed from 
(■unthcr's new book, "Inside Rus- 
sia Today," published by Harper 
and  Bros. 
More Greeks Elect 
As Pikes Plan Tea 
New officers of Chi Omega sor- 
ority arc: Jan Harmon, president; 
Carol Sue Keck, vice president; 
Jan Black, secretary; Carolyn Col- 
lins, treasurer; Kathy Waite, cor- 
responding secretary; Lois llizak, 
pledge mistress; and Judy Shroy- 
er, rush chairman. 
Delta Tau Delta officers arc: 
Ralph Stuard, president; Hal Wcs- 
sink, vice president; Ed Diehl, 
corresponding secretary; Rob Rak- 
ovan, recording secretary; Lloyd 
Weaver, guide; and Kurt Zimmer- 
man, sergeant at arms. 
New officers of Alpha Xi Delta 
are: Linda Gee, president; Bever- 
ly Wehr, vice president; Judy 
Wight, recording secretary; Pau- 
line Gallo, corresponding secre- 
tary; Nancy Claspy, treasurer; 
Mary Ann Sockrider, assistant 
treasurer; Judy Beatty, chaplain; 
Carol Firman, marshal; Grace 
Cogan, historian; and Carol Wol- 
enzein, journal correspondent. 
Pi Kappa Alpha's first in a ser- 
ies of three Dream Girl Teas was 
held Sunday, Feb. 28. During the 
day 80 freshman girls were invit- 
ed to the house, from which the 
PiKA dream girl will be selected. 
The second tea will be held March 
2, and the third is scheduled dur- 
ing pie week, which is March 17 
to  22. 
Classified 
LOST! Park.r pon with a aUvoi top and 
coral barrol. Is tho Ttdnlty of Ih. Practi- 
cal Am Mag. or HmliT Hall. If foua, 
plMSO   conn   IUOOO   Die*.   II   WllU.au. 
Off The Cuff 
Attention Campus Businessmen: 
Tight Collars Stop Circulation 
I guess we have all gotten into a cross-ruff between two 
girls discussing fashion and the 'chemise'. Most males take 
a dim view of such talk. However, ask them to describe the 
latest plunging neckline or newest backline, and you will have 
a very observant appraisal. Hence, there is a reason for all 
this femme fashion uproar. 
Now, this may come as a rude 
shock, but men who pay an equal 
amount of attention to style, mer- 
it the highest ratings with the 
girls—or, more important a pros- 
pective employer. Your general 
appearance can be a great asset, 
if  you  arc  dressed   with style. 
Obviously, a man with a long, 
Ihin neck would look silly wear- 
ing a long pointed collar. This 
would just accentuate the length 
of his face and neck, On the other 
hand, a round-faced and bull- 
necked man would look choked 
in a short point, wide-spread collar. 
Here are a few rules of thumb, 
on  the selection  of collar styles: 
In the first place, there's no 
law that says you have to stay 
with the same kind of collar all 
your life. If you've been mar- 
ried to one collar style, take a 
flyer on a cuple of different ones. 
Most men — particularly young 
men- -can wear a variety of styles. 
The most important thing about 
a collar is the fit. A collar in the 
correct size is essential for com- 
fort, appearance, and even health, 
(A too-tight collar will impede 
circulation!) 
There are five general collar 
categories: regular, wide-spread, 
long-point, short-point, and low- 
shape. In addition one may select 
any of these basic designs in a 
choice of regular or button-down. 
There are several style names in 
each category, but often the dif- 
ferent names refer to whether 
the shirts are white or colored, 
or made of a different fabric. 
The regular collar is becoming 
to almost everyone, and is the 
most versatile of all the collar 
styles. The widespread collar is 
flattering to long, lean faces and 
usually has stays to keep the points 
neat. These arc good styles to re- 
member when gift shopping parti- 
cularly for the "old man." 
The button-down collar is a 
favorite of young men, and is be- 
ing worn more frequently by older 
men for less dressy occasions. Long 
lean types look best in the Uni- 
versity Glen, a short point, me- 
dium spread button-down. Nearly 
everyone looks good in the me- 
dium-point button-down. Both Ar- 
row models have a box pleat in 
front and back of shirts as well 
as a button in the back of the 
University collar. 
Men with long necks can cam- 
ouflage the stork or giraffe look 
with a shortpoint, higher band col- 
lar such as the Tabber or Radnor 
model. Both have that touch of 
casual dressiness. 
A man with an extremely thick 
neck—for example, a size 17— 
requires a low-band collar to give 
him the comfort he needs. This 
with the added plus of style may 
be found in the Drew. 
In addition to the collar styles, 
there arc four basic types of col- 
lar construction. These are the 
fused collar, which needs no 
starching and will not wilt; the 
soft collar, which is usually equip- 
ped with removable stays; the 
button-down, which depends on its 
buttons to stay put; and the per- 
manent stay, which remains fresh 
and crisp without collar-pins, stays 
or buttons. 
Remember one thing: any man 
will look good in several collar 
styles, and men enjoy variety in 
their wardrobes just as much as 
Woman do. Experiment with pat- 
terned shirts, with striped shirts, 
with colored shirts. If a narrow 
chest is the problem, get a shirt 
with horizontal stripes. Vertical 
stripes add height and slender- 
ness. 
With all the new styles avail- 
able in men's shirts, why stick 




"Off-beat" job applications fre- 
quently pay off where more staid 
approaches have failed. The March 
Reader's Digest tells of some un- 
usual methods that have produced 
the magic words: "When can you 
start work?" 
One young man deposited a 
homing pigeon with the secretary 
of the man he wanted to work 
for. Attached was a note request- 
ing an interview and instructions 
to release the pigeon with the em- 
ployer's reply. The young man 
got  the  interview—and  the job. 
And finally, a smart young sec- 
retary answered a want-ad by 
offering to screen the other replies 
the employer received. After she 
had completed the assignment, she 
was   hired    permanently 
Uniuersity Dairy 
Bar 
581 Ridge Street 
presents 
An ice cream treat 
for you whatever 
your taste may be... 
• Sodas 
• Sundaes 




Is Now Underway 
Throughout States 
A bookish TV lecture series that 
became a smash hit is the latest 
link in a chain of evidence that 
adds up to a "reading revolution" 
in America. C. Lester Walker des- 
cribes the unique situation in a 
March Reader's Digest article, 
"The   Big Boom  in  Good  Books." 
The telecast, Walker reports, 
was handicapped by a forbidding 
title ("Modern Fiction from 
Stendhal! to Hemingway"), a hor- 
rible hour (6:30 a.m.) and the 
prospect ol" an unknown lecturer 
(Dr. Floyd Zulli of New York 
University) talking about books. 
Yet it drew an estimated 1211,000 
viewers  in  the  New  York  area. 
By the Monday following the 
first TV lecture on Stendhal's 
"The Red and the Black," not a 
copy of that novel could be bought 
in New York City bookstores. 
Eager sunrise scholars had clean- 
ed them out. 
Even without benefit of TV ex- 
posure, many books once deemed 
too "highbrow" for most citizens 
are enjoying a tremendous wave 
of popularity, Walker says. One 
publishing firm recently announc- 
ed its 500,000th sale of "The Iliad" 
and its 800,000th sale of "The 
Odyssey." A North Dakota reader 
wrote the publisher: "Just read 
'The Odyssey." Boy, can that boy 
Homer write!" 
What's behind the literary tidal 
wave? Walker gives partial credit 
to an unexpected source—the mo- 
vies. 
Hut what really triggered the 
good-reading explosion was the 
appearance of paper - covered 
books,   Walker says. 
The success of Pocket Books, 
Inc. helped prove that good litera- 
ture would sell if it was made in- 
expensive, attractive, and avail- 
able. Today. Pocket Books and 
other paperbacks arc sold in drug- 
stores, cigar stores, railway ter- 
minals and supermarkets as well 
as in bookstores. 
Pins To Pans 
Plnnod 
I ..'ah Lovell, Alpha Phi, to Jack 
Richards, Theta Chi; Roberta 
Hause, Alpha Phi, to Thomas Belt- 
er, Phi Kappa Tau; Gayle Arend, 
University of Cincinnati, to Danny 
Uachrach, Zeta Beta Tau; Betty 
Meola, Alpha Xi Delta, to Jim 
Huffman, Theta Chi; Judy Lued- 
eke. Alpha Xi Delta, to Sandy 
Wallace, Delta Upsilon; Linda 
Gee, Alpha Xi. to Gene Lamb, Pi 
Kappa Alpha; Pat Poros, Alpha 
Xi, to Tom Nowack, Alpha Tau 
Omega; Lin Kornhauser, Rhodes 
School, N.Y., to Maury Kassan, 
Tau Delta Phi. 
segalls 
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Bowling Green's 
Finest Dry Cleaning 
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1:00    1:10 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
7:10- 7:50 a.m. 
1:10 a.m.. 4:00 
1:10- 4:10 p.m. 
5:00- 5:20 p.m. 
IllS p.m. 
1:10- 7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00- 1:00 p.m. 
7:00- 1:00 p.m. 
7lM p m. 
1:10- 1:10 p.m. 
7:10- 7:50 a.m. 
7:10- 7:50 a.m. 
1:10 u.m 4:00 
4:00 p.m. 
5:00. 5:20 p.m. 
1:00.10:00 p.m. 
1:10- 1:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00   1:00 p.m. 
7:10 p.m. 
7:10- 7:50 a.m. 
1:00 an. 4:00 
1:00. 5:00 p.m. 
2:00 PA. 
5:00- 5:10 p.m. 
1:30    1:10 p.m. 
10:00  12:00  a.m. 




7:10- 7:50 a.m. 
1:45- 5:00 p.m. 
5:00 5:20 p.m. 
•ill p.m. 
1:15- 7:15 p.m. 
1:30 10.00 p.m. 
7:00- 0:00 p.m. 
7:30  10:30   p.m. 
Wednesday.   February   21 
CCF   Prayer   Mt.ling 
p.m.     lnterfraternity   Council   Rush 
Newman   Club   fteligion   Clan 
New-sean   Cl>:b   Religion   Clou 
UCF  Wor.hip  Ser.ice. 
English   Department   Books   and Coffee   Hoi 
Hiqht   Anle Room.   Pioul   Chapel 
Ptoul   Chapol 
im. Ant Oaii.tr 
Nalatorlum 
Htqhl   Am. Boom.   Proul   Chap.) 
ilia 
CCF   Prayer   Meeting 
Circle   I   Ms.ling 
Omega  Phi Alpha  Mo 
Splashers    Meeting 
Gooloqlcal   Sori.lr   Meeting 
Insurance   Club    Lecture 
Dol   Sarles and   Orch.il.   Mooting 
B.la   Sola   Beta   Meeting 
Workshop    Player.    M.ollnq 
Swan   Club  Mooting 
Gooloqr   Department   L.ctur..   "Gonoral   Proqratn 
Hiqht   Ant. Room.   Proul   Chapol 
Rocroatlon   Hall 
Practical   Arts   Aud. 
301   Administration   Bldg. 
Proul   Chapol 
Studio   • 
Rlghl   Ant. Room,   Proul   Chapol 
104   Administration   (Ida. 
Studio   I 
Natatorium 
•     41   Overman   Hall 
Practical   Arts   Aud. 
102 Wesson's   Bldg. 
900 Mossley   Hall 
11   Goto   Th.alr. 
Nalatorlum 
of   tbo   Intoroational   Goophrslcal   Yoar." 
Kappa   Mu 
140   Overman   Hall 
MS   Administration   Bldg. 
Man's    Oym 
Epollon   Mooting 
Wrootllng 
Thursdar. Fobruarr 27 
CCF   Pray.r   Mooting 
p.m.     Int.rlral.r.iitr   Council   Rush 
UCF   Roliqion   Class 
CCF   Pray.r   Mooting 
Nowman Club Rollgion  Class 
Christian   Sclonco   Organisation   Mooting 
Nowman   Club Rollgion   Class 
Alpha   Epollon   Dolta Mooting 
G.oqraphy   Club   and   Gamma   Thota 
Upsllon Mooting 
Co sd Badmpnwn Club Mooting 
Tau B.ta Siqmr. Mooring 
Friday.   Fobruarr 21 
CCF   Pray.r   Mooting 
UCF  Morning  Meditation 
p.m.     Int.rtrat.rr.,ty   Council   Rush 
Bowling Club   Mooting 
CCF   Pray.r   Mooting 
Panh.ll.nlc   Council   Sororllr   Rush—Socond   Partios 
CCF   Mooting 
Campus Moele,   "Life   With Tom''   and at   7:01. 
"Th.    lass    Singor."    Socond    showing,     "Life 
With Tosn"   at 1:00.   "The   lass Singer'' at   1:01 
lowlsh    Congregation    Meeting 
Unir.riily Theatre One-Act   Plays 
Saturday.   March   1 
CCF   Praror   Mooting Riqhl   Ant. Room.   Prout   Chapel 
p.m.     lnterfraternity Council   Rush Elementary   Gym 
Panhellenlc Council Sorority   Rush—Socond   Parties Sororllr Houses 
Swim   Moot   with   Ohio   University Natatorium 
CCF Praror Meeting Right Ante-Roam.  Proul  Chapel 
Panhellenlc Council Sororllr Rush—Second   Parties Sororllr Houses 
Sunday.   March   2 
Canasta   Delta   Student   Service. Prout Chapel 
inlerlratemltr   Council   Bids   Signed Recreation   Hall 
UCF   Meeting Recreation   Hall 
Lutheran   Students   Association MeeDng St.   Mark's   Lutheran   Church 
Chorale Conceit Main  Aud. 
Monday.   March   1 
£££   p,aTer   Meeting Right   Ante Room,   Prout   Chapel 
£S£ P"*"   *•••>"■» Ptout   Chapel CCF   Praror   Meeting Right   Ant. Room.   Proul   Chapel 
.111""-™!. Club   "•"«'°"   Cla"                                    1M Administration   Bldg. UCr   Religion   Class Studio   B 
Campus   Bridge   Club   Intercollegiate Tournament Elem.ntarr   Orm 
Gatrana   Delta   Meeting »,„„,   chapel 
Swan    Club    Meeting Natatorium 
Right  Ante-Room.   Prout Chapel 
Recreation    Hall 
Studio   B 
Rlghl Ante-Room.  Prout  Chapel 
105   Administration   Bldg. 
Prout Chapel 
303   Adrrfcniitrutio.i   Bldg. 
300   Mossier   Hall 
301 Practical Arts Bldg. 
Women's   bldg. 
200 Hall of Music 
Right   Ante Room.   Prout   Chapel 
Proul  Chapel 
Recreation   Hall 
Al   Mar   Alleys 
Hiqht   Ant. Room.   Proul   Chapel 
Sororllr   Houses 
Studio   B 
Bain   Aud. 
Proul   Chapel 
Gate   Theatre   Aud. 
Br RAY DArlQEL 
It's nearly spring, when a 
young man's fancy lightly 
turns to thoughts of the Bar- 
bershop Sing. Phi Delta The- 
ta is "revving up" its com- 
mittee members, planning to 
make this Fourth Annual Quartet 
Snip; the best ever, exclaimed Phi- 
lip Skapura, rhairman of the 
event. Main purpose of the Sing 
is to raise money for the Wood 
County March of Dimes. Skapura 
said the committee hopes to top 
the  $300 raised last year. 
James Stcidtmann and Winston 
McKean will work together as 
masters of ceremonies. The con- 
test begins at 8:15 p.m., Friday, 
March 7, in the main auditorium, 
Administration Hldg. Five mem- 
bers of S.P.K.B.S.Q.S.A. will judge 
entrants for vocal quality, dress, 
and especially audience appeal. 
(In case of any questions, S.P.E. 
B.S.Q.S.A. stands for Society for 
the Preservation and Encourage- 
ment of Marber Shop Quartet 
Singing in America). 
Each fraternity or sorority may 
enter only one quartet. The song 
selected must be barbershop style. 
Skapura has set a deadline of Feb. 
28 for groups to submit the title 
of their song and the sheet music, 
for judging purposes. In order 
to narrow the field, he said, quar- 
tets will meet at 9 a.m., Mar. 7, 
in   the   recreation   hall,   Adminis- 
The Student Court, a judi- 
ciary body of the students at 
the University, has been giv- 
en the power to levy fines and 
penalties for student viola- 
tions of University traffic re- 
gulations. This power vested in the 
Court by the Board of Trustees and 
the President, extends the juris- 
diction of the Student Court to 
ull students enrolled in the Uni- 
versity, but is limited to student 
issues and offenses brought against 
students. 
The Student Court consists of 
five justices, a clerk, a deputy 
clerk and a faculty adviser. 
The five justices arc appointed 
by the President with the recom- 
mendation of the University Com- 
mittee on Student Leadership. 
There are several requirements 
that students must meet to be con- 
sidered for the position of Court 
Justice. They must have a junior 
standing in the University and 
must have a minimum cumulative 
point average of 2.5. Of the mem- 
bers of the Student Court, not 
more than three can be from the 
same class, not more than three 
may be of the same sex and not 
more than one may be of the same 
sorority, fraternity, or indepen- 
dent social group. 
The chief justice of the Student 
Court this semester is Ronald 
Myers. The other justices are Ed- 
ward Ward, Gail Granfield, De- 
light Thompson and Cromer Smith. 
The Court is assisted by a faculty 
adviser appointed by the Presi- 
dent. However he does not partici- 
pate in the judging of the cases. 
Dr. Russell Decker has been the 
faculty adviser of the Student 
Court since its  inception. 
The University Committee on 
Student Leadership appoints a 
Clerk of Court. The Clerk is paid 
from student employment funds. 
The Clerk must be at least a 
sophomore and be a qualified typist 
and stenographer. The duties of 
the Clerk are to prepare all cases 
for trial, notify persons of dates 
for trial and receive pleas from 
those who wish to enter pleas of 
guilty when the Court is not in 
s4'ssion. The Clerk has no power 
in the Court. The present Clerk is 
Emily McLaurin. 
A Deputy Clerk is also appointed 
under the same qualifications as 
the Clerk, except that the Deputy 
may be a freshman. Barbara To- 
polski is Deputy Clerk at the pres- 
ent. 
The Student Court meets each 
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in 117 
Administration Bldg. The Clerk of 
Court holds office hours Monday 
through Friday between 2:30 and 
4:30 p.m. in 116. 
At the end of each academic year 
the members of the outgoing Court 
elect one of the members to be 
chief justice for the next year. 
Christian Marriage 
Course Is Popular 
One of the currently offered re- 
ligion courses, "Christian Approach 
to Marriage," is leading the others 
in enrollment. 
This class, lead by Phil Hanni, 
UCF associate director, meets at 
6:15 p.m. on Mondays in Studio B 
of the Practical Arts Bldg. It deals 
with the study of the Christian in- 
terpretation of courtship, sex, love, 
marriage, and interpersonal rela- 
tionships, including inter-faith 
marriages. 
Closely following in enrollment 
is the course, "The Book of Revela- 
tion," taught by the Rev. Loyal 
Bishop of St. Mark's Lutheran 
Church. This class meets at 8:30 
p.m. on Mondays at the UCF 
House. 
Tied for third place are the 
courses, "Christianity and Art" 
and "Skeptics Seminar." 
"Christianity and Art" meets at 
2:30 p.m. on Tuesdays at the Fine 
Arts Bldg. It is taught by Dr. Paul 
Running of the art department. 
"Skeptics Seminar," lead by Mr. 
Bock, meets at 3:30 p.m. on Thurs- 
days in Studio B of the P.A. Bldg. 
"Those persons who didn't sign 
up for these courses but still would 
like to attend any of these classes 
may do so," said Mr. Bock. 
tuition Bldg., in the exact dress 
they plan to wear in the finals. 
At this time, preliminary tryouts 
will be held. 
Judges will pick the top twelve 
quartets, six representing sorori- 
ties and six representing frater- 
nities. At si:, that evening, the 
top six from each division will 
vocalize for first, second, and 
third place trophies. Three awards 
will be given in each division. The 
winning fraternity will then com- 
pete against the winning sorority 
for all-campus honors. 
The grand prize is a yearly ro- 
tating trophy two and one-half 
feet high. Singers on the winning 
team will each receive a small 
permanent trophy. 
Last year, Chi Omega won first 
place in the women's division. 
Alpha Tau Omega captured top 
shot in the men's division and also 
was selected grand chumpion. The 
ATO men wore John Wolfe, Eld- 
en Ehrman, Douglas Cotner, and 
Hurley Hickling. Second place 
awartls went to Delta <>iimnia and 
Kappa Sigma. Quartets from Delta 
Zeta  antl   Theta   Chi   were   third. 
Besides Skapura, other mem- 
bers of the planning committee 
are Charles Miller, Curtis Kuenzli, 
Eugene Weber, and David King. 
Entertainment during intermis- 
sion will bo offered by Carol Shaf- 
fer, Dora Ann D'Zurik, Curtis 
Kuenzli, August Paglialunga, and 
the Blue  Hoys. 
Self-Expression Is 
Theme Of Seminar 
The first of the art department 
seminars was held Feb. 18 at 7 
p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium, 
according to Carl D. Hall, instruct- 
or of art. Tho topic discussed was, 
"Self-expression vs. Instruction 
Learning Attitudes Among Stu- 
dents." Representing the art dept. 
faculty at the seminar were Robert 
0. Bone, Charles J. Lakofsky, and 
Jack D. Troutner, graduate Btudent 
of art. 
"The purpose of the scminara," 
Hull explained, "is to discuss vari- 
ous problems students may have, 
to acquaint the junior and senior 
members of tho art dept with 
faculty members, and to create a 
better understanding between 
them." 
Life Insurance Is 
Topic Of Lecture 
"The Underwriting Aspects of 
Life Insurance" will be discussed 
by Frank G. Whitbread, assistant 
vice-president of the Lincoln Na- 
tional Life Insurance Co., Fort 
Wayne, Ind., on Wednesday, Feb. 
26 at 7 p.m. in the Practical Arts 
auditorium. 
The lecture is the third in a 
series of four dealing with the 
general topic "Life Insurance at 
Work" sponsored by tho College 
of Rusiness Administration. The 
series is being conducted in co- 
operation with the Life Insurance 
Agency Management Association, 
Hartford, Conn. 
Conquest Of Space 
Seen By Air Force 
In Nuclear Rocket 
■7  THOMAS   i.   lOS* 
(INS)—The Air Force disclos- 
ed recently that work is underway 
toward designing the first nuc- 
lear rocket engine—widely herald- 
ed as the key to the conquest of 
space. 
A contract has been awarded 
to the rocketdyne division of North 
American Aviation Inc., for "Re- 
search and studies leading to- 
ward development" of the revolu- 
tionary propulsion. 
The Los Angeles Company said 
that nuclear rockets could provide 
'hundred-fold increases over the 
payloads of today's missiles"— 
thus producing earth satellites or 
space craft of more than 100,000 
pounds. 
The atomic energy commission 
recently disclosed to congress that 
it is working on "project snap," 
which would link nuclear power 
to the Air Force's plan to launch 
a television satellite. 
The AEC said nuclear energy 
holds almost unlimited potential 
for space propulsion and chair- 
man Lewis L. Strauss said deve- 
lopment problems would be "less 
difficult than those faced in the 
development of the A-bomb and 
the H-bomb." 
The North American contract, 
which will be administered by the 
Wright Air Development Center, 
at Dayton, Ohio, reportedly will 
be covered by the ten million, five 
hundred thousand dollar request 
the AEC is making for nuclear 
rocket research. Another three 
million will be sought for a nuc- 
lear-powered   ramjet  missile. 
The AEC said that atomic en- 
ergy can probably supply more 
than twice the power of advanc- 
ed chemical fuels now under deve- 
lopment. 
Another advantage cited was 
the ability to compress atomic 
fuels into less space and cut mul- 
ti-stage space rockets to one com- 
pact  propulsion   unit. 
North American, which began 
preliminary studies on the nuc- 
lear rocket in 1046, said such an 
engine would "use the nearly li- 
mitless energy fission to convert 
n working fluid into ultra-high 
temperature gasses, much as con- 
ventional heat turns water into 
steam." 
Power To Collect Fines 
Given To Student Court WHAT IS A BOX FOR STORING HVI-DOLLAR tills? 
■ it,U»o MmoiOMEI. 
HOFITHA 
Fin Tin 
WHAT 1$ A SiASONAl MUSICIAN? 
■IHION .MisiTT.   Summer Drummer 
MIHCETON 
25TH-CENTURY SPACESHIPS? They may 
have wall-to-wall gravity, wide-screen radar 
and pine-scented oxygen. But one thing's 
sure—they'll be loaded with Luckies! After 
all, what on earth (or off) tastes better than 
a Lucky? So when man makes his splash 
in the Big Dipper, Luckies will be a Stellar 
Seller! (It's universal knowledge that you 
can't beat fine, light, good-tasting tobacco 
that's toasted to taste even better.) But 
don't put off till the 25th century what 
you can do today. Try Luckies right now! 
WHAT IS A CKOOKfO CAMMING SOAT? 
Slllt SHOWN. 
U   OF CINCIHMSTI 
Gyp Ship 
CIGARETTES 
_^ ; „  
STUDENTS! MAKE $25 
Do you like to shirk work? 
Here's some easy money—start 
SUckiing! We'll pay $25 for 
every Stickler wo print—and 
for hundreds more that never 
get used. Sticklers are simple 
riddles with two-word rhyming 
answers. Both words must have 
the same number of syllables. 
(Don't do drawings.) Send your 
Sticklers with your name, ad- 
dress, college and class to 
Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A, 
Mount Vernon, N. Y. 
WHAT IS A MAN WHO FIXES 
TRAFFIC SIGNALS? 
eocis cousinly.      Blinker Tinker 
SSCIAHINIO STATI 
WHAT B A FAel.WEATHF.lt FHIENDr' 
IICMAEL SOME. J 
rfHIi. STATE 
Phony Crony 





LIGHT UP A Ught SMOKE -UGHT UP A LUCKY! 
»A. T.CSJJ Pmdad of JmJmmtitmm <Jti4am-<Zmynny — Ju&uxo ii (mr miiAle tumt 
Toledo Museum Expects Record Crowd ^SUSIMMISI, 
At 18th Century British Art Exhibition 
The moat representative collection of 18th Century British 
paintings ever assembled will open this weekend in the To- 
ledo Museum of Art before what is expected to be a record 
crowd. 
Sir Harold Caccia, British ambassador to the U.S., will 
open the exhibit at a members' preview Thursday, Feb. 27, at 
8:30 p.m. in the Museum auditor-  
ium. The largest preview crowd 
in hiatory is expected to attend, 
according to Blake-More Godwin, 
Museum director. 
The exhibition will be shown 
throughout the month of March. 
Toledo is the only U.S. city to 
offer this exhibit, which is under 
the patronage of Queen Eliza- 
beth, II. Many of the paintings 
have never before been seen pub- 
licly. 
Godwin predicted the previous 
art exhibit attendance mark of 
120,000 for the Vienna Art Trea- 
sures exhibition in 1951 will be 
broken during the month-long 
Hritish show. 
Prc-cxhibit events began last 
Friday when the priceless paint- 
ings were delivered to the Museum 
escorted by a military parade 
through the streets of downtown 
Toledo. 
The military will again appear 
at Thursday's preview. The 565th 
U.S. Air Force Band, directed by 
Warrant Officer (JG) John L. 
Ginther will play appropriate mu- 
Bic on the Museum terrace from 
7:.'I0 to 8 p.m. and later in the 
auditorium. Honor guards and co- 
lor bearers from the U.S. Air 
Force, Navy, Ohio National Guard 
and Marines will also participate. 
Honored guests that evening, 
in addition to Sir Harold, will be 
Lady Caccia, Scott Kankinc, Coun- 
selor of the British Embassy in 
Washington, D.J.B. Robey, Brit- 
ish Consul General in Cleveland; 
Edward H. Moss, British Consul 
in Detroit, Alan Jarvis, director 
of the National Gallery of Canada 
in Ottawa, and Martin Baldwin, 
director of the Toronto Museum 
of Art. 
The paintings will be on public 
view daily through Sumlny, March 
'.\0. Guided tours begin March 1, 
tho advertised opening date . 
WBGU Offers 
Recorded Music 
Fourteen radio students will 
broadcast half-hour record pro- 
grams on WBGU this semester. At 
6 p.m. Monday through Friday, 
Ronald Geiaer, Jon Rockhold, Terry 
Soidler, Sibyl Wentling, and Mary 
Karmogiannis will bo on hand 
with perennial tunes. 
At 6:30 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday, Sandra DeMita, Richard 
Dunghe, Gail Peery, and Don Mc- 
Falden will feature dinner music 
on their shows. 
After the six o'clock news Mon- 
day through Wednesday, Lawrence 
Leach, Robert Mears, and Thomas 
Morrison will present instrumental 
and vocal favorites. , 
On Saturday Lois Derrough will   Rinehart, Dring, Wilson 
be heard at 11:06 n.ni. with music     .   .     _ .        c     ,, 
of the students' choice. Lewis Bove    JOIH  engineering  jtatt 
Sidney C. Stone, director of 
WBGU, announced this week that 
three new appointments have been 
made to the engineering staff of 
WBGU. 
Will Rinehart, John Dring, and 
Eugene Wilson will join the pre- 
sent engincring staff consisting 
of Howard Baker, Joseph Gall, 
and George Dunster. Thelma Mad- 
den, the only regular woman staff 
member, is director of traffic and 
continuity. 
Aside from their regular oper- 
ating duties, the engineering staff 
must maintain and repair all the 
studio equipment. 
Communists Move To 
Pacify Minority Races 
Living In China Area 
By   PHILIP   KINO 
INS—-For the first time since 
it took over the China Mainland, 
the communist Peiping regime is 
making a move to placate some 
35,000,000 people of minority rac- 
es living under its thumb. 
These minorities belong to 41 
different groups spread from one 
end of China to another. They 
have for nine years found it so 
difficult to get along with tho 
communists that major revolt has 
occurred in at leaBt one area. 
Regional uprisings against the 
central communist regime, includ- 
ing the Tibet revolt in April, 1056, 
have been going on in minority 
communities for two years but 
Mao Tse- Tung and company have 
been too preoccupied with their 
own     "Chinese"     house-cleaning. 
However, Peiping is now turning 
its attention to the minorities. 
The government hierarchy, ac- 
cording to communist press reports 
from the mninlnnd, has devised » 
new set of policies to deal with 
the minorities. Some of these in- 
clude: 
Recognition of time-honored 
customs and religions of the min- 
ority races. 
Withdrawal of communist of- 
ficials of "Han" (original Chi- 
nese) ancestry from the autono- 
mous regions with replacements 
to be picked from among the ranks 
of "natives." 
Increased economic aid to the 
autonomous areas by Peiping. 
Acceleration of road-building 
projects in remote settlements. 
Some 80 per cent of Red China's 
total expenditures for road con- 
struction this year will be used 
for opening new communications 
arteries in Sinkiang, Tibet, Tsing- 
hai, Keweichow, Kwungsi, and 
Kansu Provinces where minority 
races are heavily concentrated. 
Increased propaganda work. 
Peiping has devised now alpha- 
beta for several minority languag- 
es for this purpose, because an 
overwhelming majority of the mi- 
nor races are illiterate and it is 
thought impractical to teach them 
the more difficult ideographic Han 
Language. 
The reports also indicate that 
special privileges will be given to 
Non-Han Communists. These are 
to receive special training in party 
work to combat the independence 
movement that is snowballing in 
the minority communities. 
will follow at 11:80 a.m. with in- 
struments!  and vocal favorites. 
HPE Dept. Now Has 
Rifle Shooting Course 
The Health and Physical Educa- 
tion Department has begun a half- 
semester course on rifle shooting. 
Sergeants Leonard Sikon and Wil- 
liam Fisher from the Army ROTC 
staff will assist in conducting these 
classes. 
Instruction will include rifle 
marksmanship and safety and will 
end Thursday, March 27. 
OPENING SOON 
I. The 900" 
at the corner of 
Wooster and South College 








By MARION BERRY 
Filing of the some 40,000 maps belonging to the geogra- 
phy department should be finished this semester after two 
years of work by Ralph Krause, graduate assistant in geo- 
graphy. It took him one summer just to put in order the 
maps which cram the department's map room on the second 
floor of the Practical Arts Bldg. 
The maps now occupy eight steel      of the second floor of the Practical 
PRINCESS MARY, daughter ol Klna 
Georqe. III. of England. strikee a quiet 
qracloui pos* In this portrait by John 
Hoppner. The painting li on* of four 
owned by Queen Eltiabeth Included 
In  the  exhibition. 
tmmmmm^mmmmmmmammam 
THE YOUNG CRICRETER. portrait by 
Francis Cotei In the •xhlbltton. shows 
• Ten pampered youngsters of the time 
could rough It The wrinkled shirt 
and stocking!, torn pants and dishe- 
velled hair tell the  story. 
Collegiate Chorale Will Present 
Premier Campus Performance 
The University Collegiate 
Chorale a group of 60 voices se- 
lected from the choral activities 
of the University and newly or- 
ganized last fall by Dr. James Paul 
Kennedy, chairman of the music 
department, will present its pre- 
mier performance on campus on 
Sunday, March 2, at 8:16 p.m. in 
the main  auditorium. 
The program will be composed 
of a variety of sacred and secular 
numbers. Motets will include "Sing 
Unto The Lord a New Song," a 
double choir number by Heinrich 
SchuU, and "Who With Grieving 
Soweth," Schein, which will be 
sung in German. 
A series of madrigals will be 
presented, including "Echo Song," 
(for double choir), by Di Lasso; 
"Haste Thee Nymphs," (for dou- 
ble choir), by Handel; "Hard By 
A Fountain," Waelrant; "In These 
Delightful Pleasant Groves," Pur- 
cell; and "Fire, Fire My Heart," 
Morley. 
The program will also include 
numerous contemporary works and 
folk songs. 
The group has previously per- 
formed in several high schools of 
the Bowling Green area and has 
recently made tapes for the Na- 
tional Broadcasting Co.'s "Great 
Choirs of America." 
chest type cases, one drawer type 
case, and two roll map cases. Each 
chest case weighs over 700 lb. Each 
averages   3'x3'x4\ 
The maps filed in the chests are 
in huge manila folders which stand 
in special  compartments. 
One chest contains an almost 
complete set of topographical maps 
of Japan. One case is on Africa 
and another contains maps of the 
middle East and large maps of the 
United States. 
Maps of Korea, China, and 
Southwestern Asia fill another 
chest. The European maps are filed 
in two chesta and the islands of 
the Pacific in another. Miscellane- 
ous maps of the world, most of 
them too big to be filed in other 
places fill the last chest. 
Most of these maps Krause said 
were obtained from the army map 
service after World War II for 
next to nothing. The sets of maps 
for all the World War II theaters 
arc   pretty   complete. 
"The only place we do not have 
a good set of maps for is the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics," said 
Krause. 
Topographical maps of the Uni- 
ted States are in one six-foot high 
drawer cabinet filed in alphabe- 
tical order. They include a complete 
set of every quadrangle in Ohio 
and almost complete sets for sever- 
nl other states. 
The wall maps are used much 
more than the topographical maps 
because the topographical maps are 
hard to handle and the department 
does not have enough copies of any 
one map to give out to an entire 
class he  said. 
There are two cases of wall maps 
kept in the map room and many 
more kept pcrmanately in the de- 
partment's classrooms. One room 
has a complete set of wall maps 
of Europe. 
The one big map of the world 
which hangs in the south corridor 
Arts Bldg. cost the department $71. 
Most of that cost was for the back- 
ing. 
The outline maps for student 
classroom use are kept in the de- 
partment offices. There's no room 
for them in the map room. 
One of the things which Krause 
admitted the department lacked 
was road maps for the states of 
Oregon, Alabama, and the Caro- 
lines. Can anyone help them out? 
When asked if he would like to 
have the room repainted, Krause 
said no. He's going to get some 
more maps to hang on the walls. 
Students Violate 
Car Regulations 
Eight students were found guilty 
of automobile regulations violations 
at the Feb. 19 session of Student 
Court. 
Al Reiter was found guilty of 
reckless operation and was fined 
(6 and his car suspended for two 
weeks. 
Charles Schnee was fined $10, $6 
of which was suspended, for his 
third offense. Suspension of his 
car was held up, but will be im- 
posed if he is guilty of a fourth 
offense. 
Robert Manion was found guilty 
of a second offense. He was fined 
$3 and his car was suspended for 
one  week. 
Found guilty of first offenses 
were Gary Ambramson, Kendall 
Kjoller and Paul McDonald. 
Abramsnn was fined $1, while the 
others  had  their fines  suspended. 
Found guilty in absentia were 
Richard Farley for his second of- 
fense and Judy Jeffrey for her 
first offense. Farley paid $3 and 
lost the use of his car for one week 
via suspension. Miss Jeffrey was 
fined $1. 
YOU II be Sittin On top of the world when you change to IJM 
Only L'M gives you 
this filter fact-the 
patent number on 
every pack  
your guarantee of a more effec- 
tive filter on today's L*M. The 
patented Miracle Tip is pure 
white inside, pure white outside. 
L*M smokes cleaner. Tastes 
best So Live Modem - change 
to L&M today! 
Light into that ]jf||  LiveModern flavor 
***** 
m m 
SKHM tSk Wuti*tjiisossn 
Free up... freshen up your taste! 
Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an L*M. Get the flavor, 
the full rich taste of the Southland's finest cigarette tobaccos. 
• LlutU A Unn Tutwwo Compuu 
